
Key Message: 

         We identified one performance degradation issue (up to 17%) for Ceph object Storage (10M objects read). Turned 

out the root cause is unbalanced pg distribution, and the current replica placement strategy fails to lay emphasis on it. 

Various tunes were tried to try to solve this issue but without luck.  So we intend to do some tunings on CRUSH to solve 

this problem, by adding new hash algorithms, changing placement choosing logic of crush choose, or adding soft link for 

pgs on overloaded osds, etc. as mentioned in the Optimization proposals part. Hopefully we can add some POC to make 

more balanced pg distribution strategy. 

 

Background: 

We have been doing object storage performance characterization on ceph, and found performance drop of large scaled 

10M object reading tests compared to our baseline. 

For base case, 100 containers x 100 10M objects were prepared for reading in our cluster, consisting of 5 hosts, each host 

with 12 disks.  

For advanced case, there were 10K containers x 100 10M objects. Table below shows the performance drop.  

 

After investigating into this issue, we found unbalanced pg distribution among osds, resulting in up to 20% disk use% gap.  

Data PG distribution is normalized by average pg# of each osd. (data pg# = 2048x3 replica) 

 

 

Data distribution stands for disk use% of each disk after we prepare 10Kx100 10M objects in cluster. 

 

 

Disk use% gap leads to skewed disk %util in R/W workload, thus the overloaded disk became bottleneck and sacrificed 

overall performance. Figure below shows disk %util of ceph-osd1(host) in large scaled 10M reading workload. We can 

infer that disk sdo is always overloaded. 



 

 

We found that unbalanced pg distribution is the root cause of performance drop. Various tunings were tried to solve this 

problem, including turning on hashpspool, using ‘optimal' crush tunables, and changing bucket type, but without luck. We 

also increased pg_num of the pool, it seems that pg distribution is more balanced, however, it brought more memory 

consumption for each osd daemon at the same time. 

For more detail data, please refer to the Testing results part.  

 

Optimization proposals:  

After we dived into the source code of CRUSH and related papers, we proposed two possible optimizations: 

1. Add different hash algorithms, as an alternative for the Jenkin’s hash, e.g. algorithm that will produce even values 

when range of input value (pg#) is relatively small. Or add new bucket type at the same time if necessary. 

2. Find a better replica placement strategy instead of current retry logic of crush_choose_firstn, which may cause CRUSH 

to behave badly.  

We find there are several threshold of retry times by referring to code, choose_total_tries, choose_local_tries and 

choose_local_fallback_tries. They are used to decide whether to do a retry_bucket, retry_descent or use permutation 

to do an exhaustive bucket search. We are wondering if there is another retry strategy: 

a) Backtracking retry. Now the logic of crush_choose_firstn can only issue an retry either from the initial 

bucket(retry_descent) or from the current bucket (retry_bucket), how about retrying the intervening buckets? 

b) Adjust threshold of retry times by other values. We do noticed that the ‘optimal' crush tunable could be used to 

make it, but we still encounter unbalanced [g distribution by using the optimal strategy. Please refer to 4 of the 

Testing results part. 

c) Add an mechanism that can adjust above mentioned thresholds adaptively. Maybe we can record the retry times 

of the previous call for CRUSH, and adjust retry thresholds automatically according to the record.  

3. Add soft link for pg directories. During pg creation, we can create soft links for the pgs if pg# on the selected osd is 

more than some threshold, say 10% more than desired average number, to move objects that will be stored in this pg 

to another osd. Balanced disk utilization may be gained in this way.  

4. Change placement strategy only for step of selecting devices from hosts. We found in our testing results that pg 

distribution was balanced among hosts, which is reasonable since pg# of each host is above 1K (according to the 

current BKM that pg# per osd should be about 100). So how about we apply CRUSH only on the interval buckets and 

find another simple but more balanced method to choose osd from host? 

 

 

Testing results:  

Here are the results of our previous testing on pg distribution. 

We did tests on a cluster of 5 hosts, each host has 12 osds, all with the same weight, thus 60 osds in total. And all hosts in 

the same rack. The cluster map (crushmap) is shown in attached text file. 

Results are show as following: 



Increasing pg# actually brings balanced pg and data distribution(disk use%), resulting in better performance. But hosts 

may fail due to out of memory, since each osd needs more of that. 

 

 

 

 

Compared with disk %util when pg# is 1280, disk is not bottleneck now. 

 

 

So we conclude that root reason of performance drop is unbalanced pg distribution, and then turn to try some tunings 

on it. 

1. Default case. Turn off hashpspool, use default crush tunable, and define all buckets type as straw 

We found that pg distribution is more balanced as pg# increases. But there is still more than 30% gap even when the 

average pg# per osd reaches about 200 (192). 



stdev in the last column stands for stdev of (pg# per osd / avg pg# per osd) 

 

 

 

2. Turn on hashpspool, use default crush tunable, and define all buckets type as straw 

There is no significant difference of pg distribution compared to default case. 

 

 

 

3. Change bucket type from straw to uniform, turn off hashpspool, and use default crush tunable 

We learned from the paper(CRUSH: Controlled, Scalable, Decentralized Placement of Replicated Data) that the 

placement strategy vary with bucket type. Since buckets in our cluster are all identical, we changed bucket type to 

uniform. However, there is still 20% gap. 



 

 

 

4. Use ‘optimal' crush tunables, turn off hashpspool, and define all buckets type as straw 

There is little difference between two results. 

 

 

 


